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There were 210 participants, 3 Days of Media
Training Workshops, 3 Days of Conference
sessions with superb speakers and over 60
broadcasts to participants TV Stations together
with 25 Exhibitors
The organising committee would like to thank
everyone who helped to make it possible. In

particular our friends in Barcelona from the
Forum 2004. It was not just their financial help,
but the skill with which they made and carried
out the arrangements. We were blessed with
an excellent location that was serviced with all
the AV equipment of which you could only
dream. Coupled with this were all the complexities of the travel arrangements. Everyone
got there and everyone got back.

2nd World Conference on Broadcast Meteorology 2007
Chairman Tomas Molina was able
to announce at the European Meteorological Society Conference
in September details of the next
World Conference.
The plan is to hold it in 2007 in Monterrey, which is Mexico’s third largest city.
Monterrey is planning the 2007 Forum in
cooperation with the city of Barcelona.
The Forum’s Agenda of Principles and
Values will run for 90 days - from September to November 2007.
The IABM has already begun the planning and started talks with the city to be
part of this event.

see page 11 for more information
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Report on the 1st World Conference on Broadcast Meteorology
The sun rose out of a hazy Mediterranean Sea on Monday May 31st as the
city of Barcelona prepared for another
warm, sunny, summers day. For the
organisers of the First World Conference on Broadcast Meteorology, however, the time for preparation was
now past; the weather men and
women of the world were arriving or
en-route, and the time for this eagerlyanticipated event was at hand.
The conference proper was preceded by a
three-day training course and thus, on Monday morning, nineteen meteorologists from
across Europe, from Africa, from South
America and from the Caribbean assembled in the spanking new conference building
on the Forum Plaza to meet
with the seven IABM members who would be their
trainers.

weather broadcasters. Before the
conference could get fully down to
business there were the opening
statements and welcomes; from Gerald Fleming as Chairman of the
IABM, from Tomas Molina; a welcome to his city of Barcelona; from
the head of the Forum, and from
Senora Milagros Couchoud, the director of the Spanish Met Service,
speaking on her own behalf and also
on behalf of the Secretary General of
WMO, M Michel Jarraud.
Day One examined the basic problems of forecasting, at different time

ited Area Models. New, very detailed
sources of information can now be
assimilated, such as radar, or readings
of humidity derived from GPS satellites, and all the centres seek higher
resolution and shorter time steps. The
cost in computational power, however,
is a significant limiting factor. Extending
the perspective to the medium range,
François Lalaurette of ECMWF gave a
thoughtful look at the strengths and
weaknesses of global models and gave
the challenging view that weather
broadcasters needed to be fully aware
of their margin of error in order to
maintain the full value of the forecast.

The afternoon session
kicked off with a “double
header” as Steve Tracton
and Bob Ryan gave a joint
presentation on ensemble
systems and the communication of uncertainty. It
was indeed refreshing to
All of the IABM personnel
view this tricky area both
had experience of training
from the perspective of
but this was the first time
the academic expert and
that the organisation had
the practising broaddrawn together its own excaster, and Bob gave us a
pertise and set up its own
practical illustration of
training event. The facilities
just how he represents
provided were first-rate;
uncertainty in his forecast
audio booths for the representations in Washingcording and playback of radio
ton. Then the final formal
scripts; video camera and
speaker of the day, Manmonitor for the visual asfred Kurz, reminded us of
pects. Under the guidance of
Discussion time that ended each conference day
how the science of metethe principal trainers, John
orology still needs to be married to
Teather and Bill Giles, the “class” quickly got scales. John McLaughlin gave us some
insights into how weather radar is
the art of forecasting before a satisfacdown to work, with the nineteen loosely
used in the USA, where the phetory service can be provided to the
divided into groups based on their previous
nomenon of tornadoes in particular
public. In doing so he pinpointed the
on-air experience.
necessitates the availability of live, up- particular hazards – especially exploto-the minute imagery on television.
sive cyclogenesis and strong convecThe success of a training course depends on
tion – which are not well-represented
many things; on the facilities available, on the Luis Lopez-Cotin told us something
of the imagery which is now coming
in model forecasts and which need the
ability and experience of the trainers, but
on-stream from the new generation
application of an experienced human
perhaps most of all on the enthusiasm and
of Meteosat, and of the various appliwork-rate of the trainees themselves. For
eye to be properly anticipated.
cations which are being developed to
this course, all of these elements came toexploit this rich new source of meteThe open discussion that followed
gether to result in three hard-working days
centered primarily on the difficulties in
that were inspirational; each trainee reached orological information. We in the
communicating uncertainty in weather
inside themselves to unlock talents and abili- television business will always look
broadcasts. One factor which was
ties that had hitherto languished under-used. first at the visual imagery from
weather satellites but it is apparent
generally agreed was that there needed
The changes that were wrought in performthat there is a vast amount of digital
to be a clear understanding on the part
ance over that short time were remarkable.
information that can be extracted,
of the viewer on just what the uncerand used to enhance weather models
tainty figures meant. However, when
Thursday June 2nd saw the beginning of the
the assembled weather broadcasters
conference proper, with the nineteen trainand other, more specific tools.
were asked for their understanding of
ees joining with more than 150 other deleJean Quiby provided a fascinating
what a 70% chance of precipitation
gates to examine and debate some of the
look at the world of Regional or Lim- meant on a showery day, the range of
key issues that confront us in our work as
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response illustrated that even among practitioners there is a wide spectrum of interpretation. Clearly, this is an area where much
needs to be done.
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A lively discussion ensued, ably
chaired by Milagros Couchoud of the
INM of Spain; while it might have
been anticipated that a significant US/
Europe divide would emerge on this

the IPCC and gave an account of the
exhaustive work that underlies each
IPCC summary. Eva Oriol-Pibernat
than provided a presentation on how
satellite measurements are helping to
improve our understanding of changes
in the earth’s climate. Finally, in a bravura performance, Lord Julian Hunt left
us in no doubt as to the changes society would have to contemplate if we
are to address this problem in any
meaningful way.

Day Two began with a presentation by Reid
Basher on the
changes around
the globe in vulnerability to
weather disasters,
and on the strategies that need to
be considered to
The discussion that followed was incombat these
tense, and yet infused with a degree of
changes. This
resignation. The majority of broadcasttheme was taken
ers present felt that climate change
up by Gerhard
was both the greatest threat faced by
Berz from the retheir viewers and also the threat that
insurance industry;
was least understood and accepted.
his photograph of
Everyone present realised the enorexpensive yachts
mity of the task that faces our professtacked up in
sion in making the world – decisionracks by the
makers and public alike – fully aware of
Certificates were presented to all the trainees
shoreline illusjust where our climate is going.
trated perfectly one of his themes; the contopic, this was not in fact the case.
And so to the end, as John Zillman
centration of risk in areas of vulnerability.
declared the conference over, save for
Day Three concentrated on Climate
Kevin O’Loughlin detailed the experience in
some last formalities and expressions
Change. John Kermond provided a
Australia with bushfires and their relationof thanks. An exhilarating week, but
fascinating look at some of the proship to temperature and rainfall anomalies.
one
grams that
His photographs of the Canberra bushfires
which
are in place
were a sobering reminder of just how fright- to monitor
has
ening, and potentially devastating, this phepointed
and report
nomenon can be. Jose Rubiera then introus toon sea temduced us to Benito Vines, a Catalan Jesuit
wards
peratures,
who made his home in Cuba, and who, in
many
particularly
the 19th century, made the first scientific
chalfor early
lenges.
study of tropical cyclones in the Caribbean.
warnings of
The hope
Dr Rubiera then brought us through a defini- the onset of
is that
tive guide to the threats posed by Atlantic
El Nino. He
we can
hurricanes, and detailed the impressive
presented
convene
warnings and preparedness systems in Cuba
the staggera second
that have helped to ensure minimal loss of
ing fact that
Conferlife and reduced the economic impact of
the oceans
ence in
store 1000
these awesome storms.
Montimes more
terey in
The afternoon discussions on Day Two
heat than
2007;
were around the themes of severe weather
the atmosthere we
warnings and how the responsibility for
phere, with
will rethese should be divided between public and
70% of this
view how
private sector. Prof John Zillman outlined
being conwe have
the economic policies that defined public
tained
The Training Team
faced
and private goods and explained his belief
within the
those challenges, and take stock once
that weather warnings were firmly in the
top metre or so. Geoff Jenkins then
more of the issues that animate our
former category. He summarised the variety brought us up to date on the latest
of weather and climate risks faced by huresults from the climate models, and
profession.
mankind, and outlined the skill we had
how these relate to the most recent
achieved in forecasting at the various timeGerald Fleming
weather happenings.
scales. Harry Otten then provided some
thoughtful views on how the private sector
Martin Beniston examined Climate
could contribute to, or even take over,
Change from the perspective of the
some or all of the warnings services curshrinking Alpine glaciers, while Conchita Martinez outlined the work of
rently provided by NMSs.
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Congratulations
From: Kevin O'Loughlin [mailto:kevin.oloughlin@bushfirecrc.com]
To: Jose Rubiera
Cc: Gerald Fleming; C Y Lam; John Guiney; Haleh Kootval; Mnikeli Ndabambi;
Alaor Dall'Antonia Jr; Emmanuel Moolchan; Wolfgang Kusch; Ashok K Bhatnagar; ashokbha@hotmail.com; Ray Canterford; Terry Hart; John Zillman; Michel
Jarraud; Alexander Gusev; Geerd-Rudiger Hoffman; Geoff Love, PWS and CBS
colleagues, Sec Gen WMO, Haleh Kootval, Geoff Love, Dr Zillman

HURRICANE IVAN
TOLL
USA:
Up to 33 killed
Grenada:
At least 37 dead
Venezuela:
5 killed
Jamaica:
at least 20 killed
Dominican
Republic:
4 killed
Cayman Islands:
1 killed
Tobago:
1 killed

Subject: Congratulations
Dear Jose,
I have just caught up on the news of the excellent outcome in Cuba in the
aftermath of Hurricane Ivan.
It is clear that the high quality warnings and the excellent arrangements
in place with Civil Defence played a major part in the fact that no lives
were lost in such a severe hurricane.
I was also delighted to read an earlier report of the preparations as Ivan
approached and to see an excellent picture of you briefing President Castro. I'm sure this will be of great interest to WMO more widely as well as
your PWS colleagues.

I'm sure
this will
be of great
interest to
WMO more
widely as
well as
your PWS
colleagues.

The effort has clearly been a great credit to you and your Service and is a
marvellous example of both the state of the art in meteorology and of effective Public Weather Services.
As the WMO PWS program approaches 10 years old, it's great to see one of
the early individual contributors to the program having such an impact nationally and internationally.
Congratulations, Jose!
Kind regards
Kevin
Kevin O'Loughlin
Chief Executive Officer
Bushfire Cooperative Research Centre
Chairman, CBS OPAG on Public Weather Services, WMO
61-3-9412 9600 email: kevin.oloughlin@bushfirecrc.com
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Journey of Discovery
I am back home now after
participating in the first world
conference on weather broad-

cast meteorology held in Barcelona, which was of great
help to me. First of all I learnt
that other colleagues have
similar problems to the ones I
have to cope with; which are
not just happening to me because I am presenting the
weather report in a developing country where climate
usually is mild and people are
not aware enough about how
much a good forecast can help
them and how profitable it can

be for their business.
I have being doing this job in
the National T.V. Station on
behalf of the National Meteorological Service for 23 years
and I have been dealing with
different kinds of problems,
such as having to adjust my
presentations to the news
different department manager’s taste; other times I had
news department directors
who believed that the weather
forecast is not useful to keep

the ratings figures high.
Also I used to work with managers who
did not pay
any attention to the
forecast
unless there
were natural disasters
in
which
case
they
would invite
some other
meteorologist to explain
what
was going on
with
the
weather as if I
had
been
unable to do
it.
Now at the
conference on
broadcast
meteorology I
got
some
clues on how
to deal with this kind of situation and
learnt new
ideas on
how
to
present
my report
making it
attractive,
first of all
to
the
manager,
(who
is
going to
decide if
my report
is “worth”
it for his
news programme)
and to the
general
public, making it clear,
interesting
and useful
regardless
of the time
I am given
to present
it.

It is a real challenge, it is
amazing, they are telling me at
the last minute how many
minutes I have to do it, and
there is no doubt a SPECIAL
TRAINING is needed not to
fail in the attempt to present a
successful report.
On the other hand I also have
a nice feed back with my audience if I am absent many times
the telephone will ring to ask
what about Nadia, why I am
not there, which comforts me
and is rewarding.

Coming say back to our meeting in Barcelona I must say
that I was able to upgrade and
update my knowledge, thanks
to the speeches of the most
distinguished experts and
scientists and I profited from
meeting people belonging to
such diverse cultures. It was
wonderful to meet the brave
people who organized IABM
and now the Barcelona conference.
The IABM made it possible for

Nadia Zynfullone
even more by giving me all
the facilities to broadcast
my report from Barcelona
to Buenos Aires by satellite, which was a unique
experience for me and a
pride for the National Meteorological Centre and for
the National Television
Station too.
Yes, everything turned right
in the end despite the difficulties I had to overcome
when I first thought of
participating, and it is also
to the IABM, whom I owe
the possibility to participate; otherwise I would not
be able to do so. It was a
great joy for me to hear
that the IABM agreed to
grant me a full scholarship;
having a free ticket allowed
me to accompany my
mother through a trip back
to her younger years, during the Second World War.
This trip was highlighted by
the fact that we could
share moving visits to the
place where she worked
imprisoned in Bath
(Germany) and the town
where I was born,
..........some years ago... in a
military camp in Naples.
It was our dream come
true thanks to IABM’s generosity. This way I got a
complete picture from a
professional side and of my
own history.

me to enrich my participation

Nadia Zynfullone from Argentina
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Western instructor returns
from first world weather
conference
Developing nations seeing the benefits of
weather forecasting

“Many of these attendees were so enthused over the information from my class that they want to come to Western and
they’re trying to lobby the World Meteorology Organization
to bring them to Kentucky and have a two- or three-week
workshop at Western,” she said. “The United States is in the
forefront of meteorology and broadcasting along with weather
data, and they know that and want that.”

Forecasting and early warnings for impending dangerous
storms are on the minds of many nations’ leaders these days,
and Western Kentucky University instructor Tammy Garrison
is helping ease those worries.
Garrison just returned from Barcelona, Spain, where she attended the first worldwide conference for the International
Association of Broadcast Meteorologists, an organization on
whose board of directors she has been a member for the past
several years.
While there, Garrison helped lead a three-day workshop for
broadcasters from 19 underdeveloped or Third World countries around the globe, including Turkey, Belize, Yugoslavia
Slovenia and several African nations, among others.
“No one spoke English as their first language except the trainers, yet they all spoke enough that they completely understood what we were telling them,” Garrison said. “Most of
these people have been in meteorology for years, in their
countries’ equivalents of the National Weather Service, but
they’d never had any formal media or broadcasting training.”
Before coming to Western as a teacher, Garrison attended
college herself there, earning a job at WBKO-TV as a weather
broadcaster.

Tammy Garrison, an instructor at
Western Kentucky University, attended the first world conference
on meteorology in Spain.

The WMO, an arm of the United Nations, was a co-sponsor
of the conference last week. The public portion was attended
by many civic and political leaders from countries around the
globe, Garrison said.

“We’re talking about countries that in most cases don’t have
Eighteen months later, she moved to Louisville to begin a 12- running water, yet they have a government that realizes the
importance of weather forecasting and informing citizens
year career as lead weather broadcaster for WDRB-TV, the
about the dangers of oncoming weather,” she said. “The IABM
local Fox affiliate. In December 1990, Garrison earned the
coveted Television Seal of Approval from the American Mete- is excited and I’m looking forward to sitting down with the
orological Society, and has also been honoured with two cer- people at Western and seeing if we can come up with some
tificates of recognition from the National Weather Service in workshops and work with these governments to sponsor
both 1990 and 1991. Garrison took with her most of the ma- some programs.”
terials for her introductory weather broadcasting course at
By Jason Dooley, jdooley@bgdailynews.com
Western, and said the people who participated in the workWednesday, June 23, 2004
shop were very impressed with the college’s program and
hoped to replicate some of it in their home countries.

Survey Results
During the conference, Bob Ryan from NBC Washington, circulated a survey to the participants. These are the results for your
information.
Question 1
What ares of the world does your weathercast serve?
A
B
C
D
E
F

Response
Africa
Asia
Europe
North America
South America
Oceania

Number of Responses
11
1
21
13
2
2

Percentage
20.37
1.85
38.89
24.07
3.7
3.7
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7.41

Total Number of Responses for Question 1: 54
Questionnaires with no answer: 1
Questionnaires with two or more answers: 2
Question 2
Are you employed by…
A
B
C
D
E

Response
A government or government Meteorological service
A media company
A private meteorological company
An academic institution
A combination of the above

Number of Responses
23
22
6
1
3

Percentage
41.82
40.00
10.91
1.82
5.45

Total Number of Responses for Question 2: 55
Questionnaires with no answer: 0
Questionnaires with two or more answers: 2
Question 3
During the newscast and/or weather presentation are you referred to as:
A
B
C
D
E

Response
A meteorologist
A "weather person" or "weatherman"
A "weather presenter"
Forecaster or Weather Forecaster
No designation

Number of Responses
34
4
8
6
3

Percentage
61.82
7.27
14.55
10.91
5.45

Number of Responses
7
22
26
1

Percentage
12.50
39.29
46.43
1.79

Number of Responses
38
14

Percentage
73.08
26.92

Number of Responses
8

Percentage
8.00

Total Number of Responses for Question 3: 55
Questionnaires with no answer: 0
Questionnaires with two or more answers: 2
Question 4
For presenting the forecast information do you use:
A
B
C
D

Response
The government or "official" forecast and wording
Your own forecast and wording
A combination of the "official" forecast but your own wording
A forecast and wording prepared by someone else

Total Number of Responses for Question 4: 56
Questionnaires with no answer: 0
Questionnaires with two or more answers: 2
Question 5
Are you allowed to make your own forecast?
A
B

Response
Yes
No

Total Number of Responses for Question 5: 52
Questionnaires with no answer: 1
Questionnaires with two or more answers: 0
Question 6
What is the most serious weather you have to deal with?
A

Response
Hurricanes/cyclones

Page 8
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Severe Thunderstorms/tornadoes
Heat waves/sand storms
Cold waves/snowstorms
Floods
General high wind storms
Drought
Other

UP FRONT
23
10
19
16
11
8
5

23.00
10.00
19.00
16.00
11.00
8.00
5.00

Number of Responses
25
15
8
12

Percentage
41.67
25.00
13.33
20.00

Number of Responses
14
20
13
6

Percentage
26.42
37.74
24.53
11.32

Number of Responses
36
10
7

Percentage
67.92
18.87
13.21

Number of Responses
3
4
45
4
2

Percentage
5.17
6.90
77.59
6.90
3.45

Total Number of Responses for Question 6: 100
Questionnaires with no answer: 0
Questionnaires with two or more answers: 22
Question 7
Do you present a weathercast weather report/forecast primarily for:
A
B
C
D

Response
A country
A regional area
A city or metropolitan area
All of the above

Total Number of Responses for Question 7: 60
Questionnaires with no answer: 0
Questionnaires with two or more answers: 7
Question 8
Do you use/present a weather radar display?
A
B
C
D

Response
No
Yes- "Live" radar
Yes- regional or national but not "live" data
Yes- but I tape my weathercast for playback later

Total Number of Responses for Question 8: 53
Questionnaires with no answer: 1
Questionnaires with two or more answers: 1
Question 9
Do you produce and prepare your own weather graphics?
A
B
C

Response
Yes
No
Sometimes

Total Number of Responses for Question 9: 53
Questionnaires with no answer: 0
Questionnaires with two or more answers: 0
Question 10
What is your principal education/training background?
A
B
C
D
E

Response
Acting, drama, or fine arts-actor
Journalism- journalist
Meteorology- professional meteorologist
Other sciences- scientist
Other education/training background

Total Number of Responses for Question 10: 58
Questionnaires with no answer: 0
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Questionnaires with two or more answers: 4
Question 11
What do you think your viewers/listeners believe is the most serious environmental issue or problem?
A
B
C
D
E
F
G

Response
Air pollution
Drought
Global Warming
General global change
The "Ozone Hole"
Water pollution or water quality
Agriculture and food supply

Number of Responses
5
13
17
13
2
4
9

Percentage
7.69
20.00
26.15
20.00
3.08
6.15
13.85

Number of Responses
26
31

Percentage
45.61
54.39

Number of Responses
2
32
11
7

Percentage
3.85
61.54
21.15
13.46

Total Number of Responses for Question 11: 63
Questionnaires with no answer: 2
Questionnaires with two or more answers: 10
Question 12
Is your broadcast:
A
B

Response
Taped
Live

Total Number of Responses for Question 12: 57
Questionnaires with no answer: 1
Questionnaires with both answers: 7
Questionnaires that were inconclusive: 2
Question 13
How much time do you get to present your main weathercast?
A
B
C
D

Response
1 minute or less
1-3 minutes
3-5 minutes
5 minutes or more

Total Number of Responses for Question 13: 52
Questionnaires with no answer: 1
Questionnaires with two or more answers: 1
Questionnaires that were inconclusive: 1
Question 14
How important (on a scale of 1-5) does your news manager (be fair) think the weathercast is within the overall
news presentation
1
2
3
4
5

Response
Most important
Very important
Important
Somewhat important
Not important

Total Number of Responses for Question 14: 51
Questionnaires with no answer: 2
Questionnaires with two or more answers: 0

Number of Responses
11
20
17
3
0

Percentage
21.57
39.22
33.33
5.88
0.00
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View from the Chair - Tomas Molina
lenges of IABM.
We have now a
very respected
voice at the World
Meteorological
Organization. As
you know Gerald
Fleming is the
chairman of the
Expert Team on
media issues, and I
have just been
appointed as a
contributor for
WMO Technical
Note on the
Tomas Molina - the new Chairman of the IABM
Socio-Economic
The First World Conference on
Benefits of Climatological Services. It is
Broadcast Meteorology is gone. For
a great opportunity to bring the
those of you who were in Barcelona
weather broadcasters point of view to
last June I’m sure that it was a great
the guidelines of WMO for the future.
experience. We had the opportunity
Please, feel free to bring any comments
to meet and to learn, and to enjoy
or suggestions you may have.
our free time in the city or at the
Forum Universal de les Cultures. It
As a new chairman I will try to conwas the coming of age of our associatinue the great job that Gerald Fleming
tion.
and Inge Niedek did before. The board
will work very actively in spreading our
We were 210 participants from 32 counmembership, especially in developing
tries. But the conference involved 385
countries. We have just co-opted
people with the vendors at our commerSteve Quao, from Ghana, as a member
cial exhibits and the visitors from the genof the board to help us to bring African
eral public we had. We did 60 weather
weather broadcasters to our associaLive Broadcasts from Barcelona, and every- tion. We are developing now this stratbody got safely back home at the end of
egy in other continents to be more of
a ”worldwide” association rather than
the conference.
only international, based mainly in
In my case, I was elected as the new chairEurope and North America, as we are
man of IABM in our Annual General Meetnowadays.
ing. For me this is a great challenge. I am
chief meteorologist at Televisió de CataWe will continue to work hard in delunya. A TV station that broadcasting in
veloping a worldwide common model
Catalan language for the east part of Spain.
of weather broadcasters professional
We are a small TV in a small country that
accreditation of excellence, like the
is full of weather, and maybe for that I am
“Seal of Approval” that already exists
especially proud of being chairman of a
in the USA. We are involved in training
group of people that, in most cases,
courses for developing countries.
wanted to be exactly what they are now,
since they were kids.
I am pleased to announce here that we
are working now on the 2nd WORLD
Our profession is like a vocation for many
CONFERENCE ON BROADCAST
of us, and we all try to be as accurate,
METEOROLOGY. This is planned to
reliable, and right, as possible. We need
be to be in Monterrey, Mexico. We
hope that in 2007 we will be able to all
the best data and information available.
meet again and make it a once in every
We need a continuous training that keeps
four year experience.
us in touch with what’s new and what is
happening in the fields of weather forecast- On the next page are the latest details
ing, climate and hydrology, and global
from the Forum website which shows
warming. And those are the goals and chal- that a great deal of progress has been

made already.
Tomas Molina
Chief Meteorologist
Televisio de Catalunya
Chairman IABM
chairman@iabm.org

STOP PRESS
TOWARDS ASIA
As you have seen in the article by
Steve Quao, IABM wants to be
more active in Africa, with greater
membership and more training and
sharing of experiences and events
in this continent.
Asia is one of the key points in the
world, for its population and developing opportunities. Asia will have
a key role in everything relating to
climate variability and global warming in the upcoming years.
IABM wants to be more represented in Asia. Recently Tomas
Molina has had conversations with
our colleagues in Japan to spread
our association in that country and
to find solutions to built capacities
in developing countries of Asia.
The use of the English language
can be an important barrier in important countries like China and
Japan, and we have to find a way
to communicate amongst us all.
We feel very confident that in the
next future, IABM will became a
more worldwide association that
will serve all weather broadcasters
with day-to-day needs.

The IABM only survives through the
funds raised by subscriptions. Have you
paid yours? You can
do it on-line through
our website at
www.iabm.org
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Reproduced from the Forum 2004 web site.
The link is:
http://www.barcelona2004.org/eng/monterrey/
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WMO Expert Team on Presentation Skills
The Sigtunastiftelsen is a most
unique institution. Situated in
the small Swedish town of
Sigtuna, about 40 minutes
drive from Stockholm, it was
conceived and built in the
early 20th century along the
lines of monastery. From the
beginning, however, the users
were to be secular as well as
religious, because this is a
place of retreat, where one
can go to ponder problems
large and small. Equipped with
a fine library it attracts many
writers and scholars, who can
conduct their research without distraction. In September,
however, different problems
were given an airing as Sigtuastiftelsen played host to a meeting of the WMO Expert Team
on Presentation Skills.
This group of eight persons
with widely diverse experience of weather broadcasting
were tasked by WMO to
prepare a Guideline document
on weather presentation –
essentially a manual of
weather presentation, suitable
for use by weather presenters
everywhere but especially as
an aid to weather broadcasters in developing countries.
In attempting to tackle such a
vast topic in just one week the

was a person of great value to
both Met Services and Media
Companies, they went on to
consider the importance of
defining a clear editorial policy
with respect to weather
broadcasts; of the importance
of creating a good story; of
the need to develop an ability
to visualise the weather with
the help; of whatever graphic
tools are to hand; and of the
crucial
role
played by the
effective use of
language.

needed to be nimble and
flexible in order to fully
exploit developing technology and remain relevant in
the marketplace.

Turning to the
more technical
aspects,
the
Expert Team
attempted to
look beyond
the myriad of
communications technologies which are
available today
to reach the
Members of the expert team
more
fundamental human needs and to
The Expert Team members examine how best weather
began by expressing the com- services might match these
mon experience of weather needs by providing timely,
broadcasters, who find them- accurate information specific
selves adrift between the to users needs. The Team
worlds of meteorology and agreed that a weather service
the media. Noting that a – whether operating in the
skilled weather broadcaster public or private domain –

The Expert Team also prepared a template for WMO
training courses in weather
broadcasting; these will be
useful in helping to define
more clearly what these
courses should achieve.
Finally the Team held a
brainstorming session on
the vexed question of accreditation for weather
broadcasters, and prepared
a short paper giving the
pros and cons of establishing a global accreditation
scheme. This paper has
been submitted to WMO
for their internal consideration in the knowledge that
it is but the first step on
what may be a very long
road.

Team divided itself into two
groups; one to examine the
“hardware” of weather broadcasting – the weather graphics
and communications technologies that underlie our work;
while the second attended to
the “software”; that is, the
people who do this work and
the skills which they must
develop in order to be successful.

The Guidelines which were
drafted at the meeting are
currently being edited into
a final document which is
scheduled to be printed
and ready in time for the
forthcoming WMO meeting of the Commission for
Basic Systems in St Petersburg, Russia in February.

Forum International de Meteo
The city of Paris – or, more specifically, the town of Issy-lesMoulineaux, which is in effect a suburb of the French capital,
holds a special place in the hearts and minds of weather broadcasters as it was the home of the Festival International de Meteo, organised by François Fandeux and his team. With the
death of François last year some of those who worked with him
have tried to keep his vision alive; thus the Forum International
de Meteo which was held from October 15th to 17th in the Cité
des Sciences at La Villette, in the 19th arrondisement of Paris.
So what was this Forum? Gone were the competitions to find
the best weather presenter; the judging of innumerable tapes
and the making of impossible decisions. In its place, a solid programme of lectures and debates on some of the key topics facing weather presenters today.

adults alike. Through the huge atrium elevators rise through
three stories, each more fascinating than the next. Mathematics,
sound, optics, genetics, and of course meteorology are just
some of the themes covered in the many intriguing displays.
The Cité contains a well-appointed lecture theatre and it was
here that the weather broadcasters gathered. There was a lively
debate on the role – present and future – of the weather
broadcaster. Are we to be scientists, journalists, reporters,
entertainers?? A mix of all, it would seem.

The Gallic perspective on Climate Change threw up some interesting facts. Night-time minimum temperatures as measured
across France rose by one degree Celsius during the 20th century. The pattern for daytime maximum temperatures is not so
uniform, showing a rise in some regions but a fall in others.
A word first about the venue. The Cité des Sciences is a vast More significantly, perhaps, the date of the vendage, or grape
science museum which aims to educate and inform children and
(Continued on page 15)
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The Bill Giles Report - The end of an era
On the sixth of October 2004
Michael Fish M.B.E. retired
from the UK Met Office and
thus from presenting the
weather on the BBC.

Michael Fish MBE
He was the longest serving weatherman in the United Kingdom, starting
his television broadcasting career in
1974, and I would argue that this marks
the end of an era in weather broadcasting in the UK which is unlikely ever
to be surpassed.
All the weather presenters on the BBC
are employed by the UK Met Office
and in the 1970s when both Michael
and I started on our broadcasting careers life was completely different to
that of today.

weather pictures on radio helped tremendously when the time came to
graduating on to television. Not that
everyone did that, as some forecasters
were quite content to remain as an
anonymous face on radio, and indeed
some others were deemed to have the
face for radio and would never graduate
to the television.
In those days the television forecasters were
graded as Higher Scientific Officers in the Met
Office and when they
were promoted to a
Senior Scientific Officer
they had to leave and
were invariably moved to
an RAF station abroad to
forecast for those military operations.

electronic graphics and so many
different maps to show from radar
to satellite pictures to forecast rainfall the problem can be one of having
to edit what is shown. Talking about
satellite pictures I well remember
the first ones we ever showed: they
were facsimile paper maps that we

Bill Giles with electronic maps

Michael was successful at bridging the
gap to television in 1974 along with the
first lady to appear, Barbara Edwards,
and I followed them about eighteen
months later.
At that time we still worked for London
Weather Centre and did a two week
stint at television centre followed by two
weeks back at the weather centre on
radio duties or forecasting
for the utilities and oil
rigs, and we only did
three television broadcasts a day, what a luxury.
I well remember on Saturdays after the lunchtime
broadcast spending a
leisurely couple of hours
down in Shepherds Bush
market (in West London)
but those days didn’t last
too long.

We used the same studio
that produced many of
Bill Giles with magnetic rubber symbols
the trailers for forthcoming BBC programmes and
In those days, after undergoing a voice
had magnetic symbols that occasionally
test whilst completing the advanced
fell off the maps during the broadcasts.
forecasting course, you did not go
They were simple days where the major
straight on to television but had to
task was drawing the huge Atlantic synlearn your trade by first spending time
optic map using magnetic strip similar to
at London Weather Centre as a forethat used to seal fridge doors. We
caster for BBC local and national radio.
walked across three maps during the
broadcast and often had to find things to
Radio, of course, is quite a different
fill out the time since everything was
medium than television but I am sure
static whereas now with such wonderful
that by learning the art of painting

put on a music stand and although by
today’s standards are very crude we
thought they were wonderful.
Daytime television together with
world service television changed our
world completely and in conjunction
with improving electronic graphics
enabled us to move very rapidly to a
peak of over 140 broadcasts a day.
Needless to say the whole management structure of the BBC Weather
Centre changed with an Editor in
charge looking after the BBC staff
and myself looking after the presenters, which by the 1990s had risen to
20.
Scotland, Northern Ireland, Wales
and the English regions also came
under the umbrella of the Weather
Centre in London so it became
probably the largest weather broadcasting office in the world. I was
fortunate to lead this team and for
all our efforts in 1995 was made an
Officer of the Order of the British
Empire with Michael also becoming a
Member of the Order on his retirement.
So an era, when the weather team
were a very well known small group
consisting of myself, Michael, Ian
McCaskill and Suzanne Charlton has
gone and by the very nature of
change will never return.
Bill Giles OBE
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Report of Outgoing Chairman at the AGM in June

WMO
Headquarters in
Geneva

We have had a
number of
false starts on
the road to
this
conference; at
one stage we
planned to
hold the
Conference in
Geneva in
conjunction
with both
WMO and the
AMS.

The landmark of
Barcelona

It is always a pleasure to
address you at the time of
the AGM, but a particular
pleasure this year as we
are gathered here in this
magnificent conference
building, having this morning launched the First
World Conference on
Broadcast Meteorology; an
initiative we have planned
for
and
worked
towards
over
a
number of
years.
The plans
to hold a
Conference such
as
this
s p r a n g
form our
experiences in WMO in the year
2000 when we helped to
bring together a one-day
series of talks as part of
the WMO50 celebrations,
marking the golden jubilee
of that august organisation.
On that occasion we were
aware that time was a limiting factor, and that the
concept of gathering together a number of world
experts to engage in dialogue with weather broadcasters was worthy of development.
We have had a number of
false starts on the road to
this conference; at one
stage we planned to hold
the Conference in Geneva
in conjunction with both
WMO and the AMS. The
difficulty was always in
trying to get the numbers
to add up so that the conference could be financially achievable. That we
are having it here in Barcelona is due primarily to the
exceedingly generous financial support that new
have obtained from the
Forum organisation, in addition to the use of this

impressive conference facility.
The past year, then, has
been a very busy one for
your committee as we have
had much work to do to
pull this conference together. There has been a
series of organising meetings; initially just between
ourselves but
latterly
with
the staff of the
Forum
who
have been incredibly helpful and hardworking – I
cannot praise
them enough.
Much of the
work was done
through email,
of course, but
the experience
reinforced for me just how
important face-to-face
contact still is in the context of organising any such
venture.
Aside from the conference
we also were in attendance
at the Congress of WMO
last summer. This event
lasts for about 3 weeks and
puts a considerable strain
on our resources – both
financial resources and
time resources – in organising to have our seat filled.
Having been granted a
seat, however, it would be
unthinkable not to fill it on
such occasions, and for the
last Congress we managed
to cover most of the threeweek period. Our connections with WMO have developed and matured over the
years and we are now one
of the first to be consulted
when matters concerning
weather broadcasting come
up on their agenda. Individually, members of the
IABM have become involved
in WMO Expert Teams and
in the organisation of training courses – such as the
one held here earlier this

week – so both organisations have, I feel, benefited from the collaboration.
There is also the day-today running of the Association; keeping the website
up-to-date and issuing
regular newsletters to
maintain contact with our
members. I would like to
remind you that we welcome contributions to both
website and newsletter
from all the members;
communication should be a
two-way process and we
are more than happy to
facilitate you in circulating
your thoughts and opinions
to your peers.
This AGM marks my final
act as Chairman; I have
been privileged to serve a
full three-year term. While
being Chairman entails a
degree of work and effort,
the support of my colleagues on the committee
has been essential, and
very much appreciated. We
have had a lot of fun together over the years, mixing our work with good
meals and even better bottles of wine. I would like to
thank them all, especially
John, Bill, Inge and Tomas
who formed the core group
who worked together on
this Conference. We have
seen a lot of each other
over the past year, and
there has been not a cross
word spoken; a testament,
I feel, to the sense of respect which we have for
each other.
In conclusion I would like
to wish you an enjoyable
and informative Conference; to wish Tomas well
as he takes over the Chair,
and to thank all of you for
participating in the life of
the
Association.
Gerald Fleming June 2004
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The Association Committee

Chairman
Tomas Molina

Vice Chairman
Claire Martin

Secretary
Bill Giles OBE

Treasurer
Gerald Fleming

Publications
John Teather

Ordinary Member
Gemma Puig

Ordinary Member
Inge Niedek

Ordinary Member
Paul Gross

Ordinary Member
Dieter Walsh

Ordinary Member - Tammy
Garrison

All those pictured in the top two rows were elected at the Annual General Meeting held in Barcelona during the 1st World Conference on Broadcast Meteorology. Stephen Quoa was co-opted
onto the Committee as African Representative in September.
All committee members are volunteers and provide their time freely. John Teather is paid a small
honorarium for producing the website and the Magazine. The majority of travelling and duty costs
are met by the individual broadcasting companies.
African
Representative

The vast majority of the income to the organisation is drawn from member’s subscriptions, however, occasionally grants are given to cover specific costs such as training and conferences. So It is
vital that all existing members work to recruit new members.

Forum International de Meteo continued…..
(Continued from page 12)

harvest, in the famous wine region of Chateauneuf du Pape One of the most interesting contributors to the debate at the
has advanced by almost four weeks over the past century, Paris Forum was a member of the French Senate, M Deneux.
As an active politician and a self-confessed climate change
from the end of September to the beginning of the month.
“militant” he was eloquent on the difficulties in matching
French studies of CO2 production show that industry has policies on climate change to those on economic growth. He
improved significantly – the contribution since 1990 has de- was of the view that the key decision makers have not, as yet,
creased by 19% - while that of transport has risen accord- focussed on the likely effects on themselves and their families.
ingly, showing an increase of 18% in the same period. Each
French household produces on average 16.4 tonnes of CO2 Coming back to the problems of the broadcaster, Joel Colannually; 25% of this is accounted for by private cars, while lado of Radio France gave a stimulating presentation on how
22% by home heating etc. Strategies that are being promoted best to take all this complexity and to package it into a 60
include increased us of public transport, and improving the second forecast for 7 million listeners, using simple language
and avoiding linguistic, geographical and cultural faux-pas. The
energy-efficiency of housing.
French word for this – vulgarisation – does not translate so
As a country with a significant nuclear electricity programme well into English where the word vulgar has more seedy
France is actually a relatively low emitter of CO2 in compari- overtone, and yet it does convey something of the need for
son to most other developed countries; nevertheless the aim us to express ourselves with common words and expresis to have Greenhouse Gasses at just 25% of their current sions. Radio in particular demands correct and effective use
of language.
levels by 2050 – an ambitious target indeed.

INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF
BROADCAST
METEOROLOGY
John Teather
Publications Secretary
Spindle Lodge
10 Spindlewood Close
Barton on Sea
Hampshire
BH25 7EW
United Kingdom
Phone: +44 1425 610383
Fax: +44 1425 623188
E-mail: secretary@iabm.org

The Editor is
pleased to receive
articles for
publication in the
magazine from
whatever source.
Please email to secretary
@iabm.org
Do we have your latest
work and home email
addresses?
Just to be sure
please email
secretary
@iabm.org
NOW!
IABM CORPORATE
MEMBERS
AccuWeather
• ask - Innovative Visualisierungslösungen GmbH
CNN (Cable News Network)
• Meteorlogix
• MeteoMedia
• SAM (Servicios Audiovisuales de
Meteorologia)
• The Weather Co.
• The Weather People
Ltd
• Weather One
• WSI (Weather
Services International)
The Association is grateful to these companies
for their continuing support

The organisation that represents all those involved in Broadcast Meteorology

View from Africa
Throughout history, Broadcast
Meteorology has played a major
role in the existence of all the
inhabitants of the planet, whether
in daily lives, in fields such as
Agriculture and today certain
leisure activities, or in the prediction of natural disasters such as
Earthquakes, floods and so on.
Current affairs in the environmental, political or humanitarian
fields as well; present day scientific, aeronautical or touristic requirements show that an understanding of both weather and
climate phenomena has become
essential to the functioning of our
societies, thus a formation of this
branch gives us the necessary
scope of fulfilling our important
work.
The organization of the First
World Conference on Broadcast
Meteorology in Barcelona, Spain
from 31st May to 5th June 2004
and the Africa participation was
seen as a total breakthrough,
victory and a wake-up call for
Africa Broadcast Meteorologists.
The activities and programmes
were well planned and perfectly
coordinated. The speakers also
did very well to exhaust the topics allotted to them. Penitent
issues that bother on Broadcast
Meteorology were also well tackled.

The Forum 2004 had offered us
the opportunity to interact with
seasoned Broadcasters and
journalists who immensely impacted our lives with the experience they have accumulated
over the years. We were also
exposed to new techniques of
weather presentation; the dos
and dont's which we refer to as
“the ten commandments” courtesy John Teather. The act of
communication and how to incorporate ideas of uncertainty into
public forecast without confusing
the message for the viewers and
listeners were also addressed
with all perfection.
The human skill of the forecast
as a vital element in the production of high quality forecast was
also dealt with. I therefore wish
on behalf of my colleagues on
the African Continent to pay tribute to John Teather, Bill Giles,
Paul Gross, Tammy, Gerald
Fleming and Tomas who willingly, selflessly and lovingly

made it possible for us to be part
of this historic conference.
From the above, I thought that
we could also give built to an
Africa Branch of the International
Association of Broadcast Meteorologists (IABM) to integrate all
Broadcast Meteorologists into
one strong Association to continue with the Agenda of the
IABM. I have observed that Media Meteorology know no natural
boundaries. International cooperation on a global scale is therefore essential for the development of Meteorology.

Stephen Quao newly
co-opted to the
IABM Committee to
represent members
in Africa
Without Media Meteorology. Most
of the benefits of Meteorology
which the world enjoys would
disappear. The Association of
Africa Broadcast Meteorologists
(AABM) and its programmes will
provide the vital information for
the advance warning that will
save many lives and reduce
damage to property and the environment. The Association will be
handled by an Interim Steering
Committee of seven. Members of
the committee would represent
both the Anglophone and Francophone countries. Membership will
be open to all Broadcast meteorologists in Africa and other affiliate bodies on the continent.
It’s mission will be to deliver cost
- efficient operational information
that satisfy the Meteorological
requirement of its members (both
Anglophone and francophone),
taking into account the recommendations of the IABM.
The mission will be achieved
through:
The implementation of service

from the International Association
of Broadcast Meteorologists
(IABM). The provision of additional service from optional mandatory programme that meet
global requirements in meteorology, climate or associated environment to the international effort.
In pursuing its mission, the
AABM shall:

•

Ensure programmes and activities reflect the needs of its user
communities.

•

Develop an appropriate management and scientific skills
base within the context of the
International Association of
Broadcast Meteorologist
(IABM).

•

Contribute through cooperation within member states
and internationally to the identification of future user needs.

•

Act as a European voice

•

Plan programmes and activities for its member states. Ie
regional training, seminars and
workshops on Media Forecasting..

•

Coordinate the activities of its
members in the generation and
exchange of information on
weather according to agreed
standards.

•

Help member countries develop new ways of providing
weather and climate information and services that are more
user-oriented, responsive and
innovative.

This briefing lays out the case for
a more systematic involvement of
Executive Committee of the International Association of Broadcast
Meteorologist (IABM) in the formulation, implementation and
eventual inauguration of the Association of Africa Broadcast
Meteorologists (AABM). There is
considerable common ground
and many potential synergies
between the two Associations,
even if these are not yet widely
recognized.
It is therefore timely for the IABM
to endorse a more deliberate
approach on the matter to
achieve a strong awareness and
the use of Media Meteorology in
climate change adaptation.

